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Tokyo Street Racing 2.1 is a free racing game to download the Tokyo Street Racing 2.1 Apk file with a direct link, please use the following links 0 Sorry reviews, your review is too short! Scorching neon nights? Tokyo belong to you? Ngo. Are you the best ⚡ on the streets of tokyo⚡ Tokyo? Hunting for thrills!? Explore? A
GLOWING TOKYO EVENING? freely in this open world! Challenge the local BOLD to:? Scheme race!? Sprint car racing!? Drifting to the brink of control!? Barrel down SPEED TRAP!? &amp;amp; Intense time trials! Beautifully crafted? settings, multiple missions, many cars and ? The great virtual world? Pack? AN
INCREDIBLE AMOUNT OF FUN? In one game! Functions:? Free to roam: go where? Do you want to? Go!? CAR TIERS: 24 cars in 4 tiers to choose from!? RACE ROTATIONS: Tons and tons of racing!?? DIFFERENT TYPES OF RACES: CIRCUIT, SPRINT, SPEED TRAP, DRIFT, TIME TRIAL? MECHANICAL
TUNING: Your car will need it!? Ultra-realistic traffic: AI-driven for ?incredible realism!?? 100% FREE GAMEPLAY, with additional features available to buyTRY ☝ mission, and you agree: Tokyo Rush: Street Racing is there? OPEN WORLD STREET RACING at its best!? With the release of Tokyo Xtreme Racer Zero's
sequel to its Tokyo Xtreme Racer series, Crave is now bringing its unique Japanese-style street racing game to the PlayStation 2. This is a world where the speed is king - there is no reason and no flag, only two drivers and a road. Winning is not about trophies, it's about rushing and bragging rights. Tokyo's Xtreme
Racer Zero brings more than 100 miles of Tokyo's freeway to life at up to 200 miles per hour. With 400 opponents, each with their unique car and racing style, there's plenty of action here to keep you busy, and as you get wins you can use your winnings to customize and customize your car with over 125 pieces, paint
jobs, and stickers. The most essential, Tokyo Xtreme Racer Zero looks a lot like many other titles on the market. You race against one opponent because of traffic laden tokyo highways, but the real difference is how you win. There are no pre-set starting and finish lines - instead, the game uses the Speed Point system
to determine the winner. Getting racing is as easy as pulling an opponent and flashing lights. Once the challenge has been accepted, the race begins. Each rider starts with a full speed point (SP) bar that slowly decreases when they are in second place. The further you fall, the sooner your SP panel falls - when it's over,
you lose the race. Winning is based on your driving skills to some extent, but largely preemies on your car's performance. When you start the game you have a limited amount of money to purchase and snap up the race car. To win even early races you will need a car with a solid - most of the cars you can afford just
won't cut it out based on the car dealership. This is where the garage garage comes in Every detail on your car, from the gear ratios and the size of the camera in the engine to the exhaust system and chassis, can be updated. A huge amount of attention to detail is evident in the selection settings – instead of having a
generic upgrade engine that always makes the car better the more you spend, you have to find a balance between the parts and the upgrades you choose. Slapping a cool looking exhaust system behind a stock engine will give almost no performance boost, but put the same system on a car that is fitted with a subtly
melodic turbo engine and you'll see a big difference. Studying how parts interact to affect overall performance will be the key to winning against top opponents. The biggest problem I had with the game was in response to the clash. You get cool effects such as sparks flying when scurrying on some walls, but even then
there are no consequences. Cars do not regret anything in the game - no detonation of tires when scraping the wall, no scratches on the paint, no dent fenders. All that collision does is slow you down, though usually not much. I've had times when a full-scale collision with a wall hasn't even slowed me down enough to
get me to lose the race. With all the cash you have to spend on cheating your cars, the lack of need to repair the damage after the race blew a big hole in realism for me. I also found the vibration effects to be quite cheesy. The game gives as much effect to going over a seam in concrete as it does to bump into other cars
or slamming into walls at top speed. Often I wouldn't get any vibration whatsoever in the cases where I have to. After playing through a dozen or so races I turned off the effects - they were just too annoying. Also unimpressed is the two player racing mode. While it's fun to take on a live opponent, the game removes all
non-combat traffic out of the way while playing head-to-head. It takes away a lot of traffic evasion calls, making a solitary player game fun, leaving a race that is almost entirely decided by the vehicles and options players have chosen. Graphics That's where Tokyo Xtreme Racer Zero really shines. As stunning as the
Dreamcast version of the game was, the PS2 version is even better. With more detailed car detailing (more than 4,000 polygon per car instead of the Dreamcast 3000) and super-smooth frame rate, the detail is simply stunning. The game takes full advantage of the color lighting and effects of PS2 particles capable of
providing all the eye candy you could hope for. Add great scenery details to detailed cars, and you have a real winner. Audio Game here is unimpressive - the music tracks are well made, but the grater is repetitive. You have to choose to set your playlist with 40 music tracks included, but I found no tunes that I was
willing to listen to for any period of time and music in short order. Xtreme racer does not fit denomination sound effects. It has a good variety of sound queues, but nothing that reached out and grabbed me. Tokyo Xtreme Racer Zero's bottom line is a solid racing title with enough kindness setting up the car to satisfy any
tinkering addict. The sheer number of available roadways and a diverse collection of opponents will keep you racing for a long time, but if you're not a special racing junkie then there's not much here to get your attention. While pure racing fans will find Xtreme Racer more than satisfying, I would recommend renting this
weekend before buying - it won't be a must-have title for everyone. If you're passionate about street racing, then you'll no doubt fall in love with this street racing game. Tokyo Street Racing is an exciting game in which you get racing modern race cars on the streets of Tokyo and beat all your opponents. You'll have some
of the fastest race cars to drive that can easily reach speeds in over 160km/h. Your objective in this game is to complete various racing missions that are designed for you. Each mission will be different from the other in terms of your goal as well as the difficulty level. In some missions, you just have to race other cars
while in others, you will be asked to knock them out. Tokyo Street Racing has a fast paced gameplay that is common for most racing games. The graphics of this street racing game are also quite good and depict the streets of Tokyo in a very authentic manner. As far as controls go, they are not hard to understand and
master. There are several control modes that are provided to you that are available in the Game Settings section. You can choose the control mode that suits you best. Tilt mode is the best among all control modes because it provides the best control of the car. Also, in this mode, the car works on its own, and you don't
have to press a button to keep it from working. You have to press the nitrogen button in order to attract nitrogen pulse, however. In this street racing game, you get to play several game modes that are all very interesting. The first is classic race mode. Missions in this mode are simple car races. You have 3 opponents to
beat in order to complete the mission. The race consists of 2 laps and you have to stay ahead of your opponents and finish the race in first place to win. Countdown mode is Tokyo Street Racing's second game mode. In this mode, your opponent watches. You must reach your intended destination before the time runs
out. The third knockdown game mode in which your goal is to knock out other cars at this point in time. Tokyo Street Racing has a fourth game mode that is all about drifting. In this mode, your goal is to score a certain number of drifting points. This is the hardest of all game modes because you have to get tasked for a
short period of time. Completing missions game mode unlock new mission missions you who are heavier and more challenging to complete. To help you complete these more complex missions, this street racing game provides many modern cars for you. These cars can be unlocked by completing missions too. There is
an opportunity to personalize your cars too. You can do this by choosing the color of the paint car of your choice. Features: Multiple game modes Different control modes on offer Racing 3 other cars in classic race countdown mode for race clock knockout other cars in knockdown mode Drift mode to estimate the set
number of drifting points Many different modern racing cars to drive multiple colors of paint on offer to personalize your trip Attract nitrogen pulse to increase speed Full missions to unlock new missions and cars Conclusion : Tokyo Street Racing is a gaming app that is designed for people who love street racing and
driving fast cars. This gives them the opportunity to get behind the wheel of some of the fastest racing cars on the planet and show how good they are in racing and drifting. This is a good street racing game to have on your phone for sure. Sure.
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